High School Confidential
8 x 1 HOUR
EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Freshman Year Part 1
Ten girls begin a dramatic first year of High School. Amina balances school with raising her
brother, Jessica M struggles to make friends, Alexandra struggles with self-abuse, and Desiree
looks for a fight.

2. Freshman Year Part 2
The girls grow up at different speeds. Cice celebrates her Quinceañera. Katt hides her sex life,
rumours get Z pulled out of public school and Cierra nears the age when her mother became a
teen mom.

3. Sophomore Year Part 1
Drama at home weighs on the girls. Desi faces her father coming home from jail, Alexandra
reluctantly transfers schools, Jessica R melts down at her 16th birthday, and Katt hides an
abortion from her family.

4. Sophomore Year Part 2
As sophomore year ends, the girls find that their reputations are on the line. Alexandra and Katt
face rumours about their sex lives, while Lisa demands recognition by her school for her swimming
accomplishments.

5. Junior Year Part 1
Junior year changes everything for the girls. Amina is kicked out of the house for ditching school,
Katt enters into a verbally abusive relationship and Cierra’s first time results in pregnancy.

6. Junior Year Part 2
The girls struggle to overcome adversity. Cierra gives birth and promises to graduate, Vanessa is
dropped by her modelling agency, and Desi tries to prove to her family that she can succeed in
school.
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7. Senior Year Part 1
Senior year starts and the girls are eager to become adults. Lisa experiments with alcohol at the
school dance, Vanessa breaks the school rules and gets caught, while Katt chooses her boyfriend
over school.

8. Senior Year Part 2
As four years of high school draws to an end, Amina and Desi fear they may not graduate. College
acceptances and rejections arrive, prom offers a new start for Vanessa, and graduation turns into
a brawl.
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